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   Tuesday 7th December 2021 

 

Dear Parents/Carers  

 

I am writing to inform you that there has been a positive Covid case in Class 1. 

 

You do not have to do anything, and your child will not have to self-isolate and can come into school as normal, 

but you may be contacted by Test & Trace if your child is identified as a close contact.  If they are, the advice 

you will be given on behalf of your child is as follows: 

“Even if you do not have symptoms, you will be advised to have a PCR test as soon as possible. Children aged 4 

and under will not be advised to take a test unless the positive case was someone in their own household. 

You should not arrange to have a PCR test if you have previously received a positive PCR test result in the last 

90 days, unless you develop any new symptoms of COVID-19, as it is possible for PCR tests to remain positive 

for some time after COVID-19 infection. 

Even if you are vaccinated, you can still be infected with COVID-19 and pass it on to others. If you are 

identified as a contact of someone with COVID-19 but you are not required to self-isolate, you can help protect 

others by following the guidance on how to stay safe and help prevent the spread. As well as getting a PCR test, 

you may also consider: 

• limiting close contact with people outside your household, especially in enclosed spaces 

• wearing a face covering in enclosed spaces and where you are unable to maintain social distancing 

• limiting contact with anyone who is clinically extremely vulnerable 

• taking part in twice weekly LFD testing 

This advice applies until 10 full days after your most recent contact with the person who has tested positive 

for COVID-19. 

 

If you develop symptoms at any time, even if these are mild, self-isolate immediately, arrange to have a 

COVID-19 PCR test and follow the guidance for people with COVID-19 symptoms.” 

 

You may wish to follow this advice in any case, but we would certainly ask that you are vigilant for symptoms and 

if your child does develop symptoms, keep them off school and get them PCR tested using the following link: : 

https://www.gov.uk/get-coronavirus-test  

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 
Mrs T Lockley 
Head Teacher  

 

Aqueduct Primary School                

Castlefields Way 

Aqueduct, Telford, TF4 3RP 

   01952 386210 

 A2175@taw.org.uk 

 
Building tomorrow, 
leading the way.  
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